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1.

Morning

The floor of the stage is covered with sand.

Various wreckage has been fashioned into a living
quarters.

In one corner there is a large water tank on wheels,
sunk deep into the sand.

In another corner is a large water pump, cobbled
together from scrap.

Kitty enters, yawning. She has an AR-15 slung
over her shoulder. She goes to the water tank, 
pours herself a cup of water to drink, and drinks it
in one go.

She looks around. Seeing no one, she pours a
second cup and pours it on her head, massaging it
through her hair.

She goes over to a menagerie of found objects and
cranks up an old record player. She plays “Yes We
Have No Bananas.”

Kitty begins to field strip her rifle, cleaning and
oiling it lovingly

After few moments of this, LOU enters stretching.
She has a nasty looking scar across her face and
ancient red cowboy boots. She also carries an AR-
15.

LOU
It’s Hot.

KITTY
It’s summer.

LOU
Still freaking hot.

KITTY
I like it.
The way the sweat dries on my skin.
Feels luxurious.

Lou stops the record.
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KITTY
Hey.

LOU
Hate that freaking thing.

KITTY
You slept in.

LOU
I slept till I always sleep.

KITTY
Surly today.

LOU
What’s that mean?

KITTY
It means...
Disagreeable.
In a way.
Disagreeably stubborn.

LOU
Well...
I am then.
How did you learn a word I don't know?

Kitty shrugs.

KITTY
I had that dream.
Again.
With the giant tea cups that spin.

LOU
Where you’re small?

KITTY
Or they’re giant.
Still not sure.
What do you think it means?

LOU
I don’t know.
Was I in it?

KITTY
No.
But a boy was.
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LOU
What boy?

KITTY
A handsome one.

LOU
How the hell do you know what a boy looks like?

KITTY
Just like me
But with hair on his face.
Right above his lip.
Right here.

Kitty puts her finger on her top lip.

LOU
Don’t kid.
There are no bosy.
Only men.
Old men.

KITTY
I know.
But dreams don't.
Did you dream?

LOU
No.
Too hot.
And a howler woke me up.

KITTY
I didn’t hear it.

LOU
Check the traps.

KITTY
I’ll go in a bit.

LOU
Kitty.

KITTY
I haven’t finished brushing.

Kitty re-assembles her rifle.

With her foot Lou makes a hole in the sand. She
pulls down her pants and begins to pee.
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KITTY
After that....
I was thinking about going out.
Scout the dunes.
See if I could find anything.

LOU
Looking for?

KITTY
I don’t know.
Just exploring.

LOU
Not today.
It’s too hot.

KITTY
I could go by myself.

LOU
You know you’re too young.

KITTY
I don’t know that--

LOU
Don’t get smart.

KITTY
I’m gonna have to go out on my own at some point--

LOU
I’m gonna die at some point.

KITTY
You always say that and you never do.

LOU
...

KITTY
That was a kid.

LOU
I’m trying to keep you safe.

KITTY
It was a kid.

LOU
I can’t protect you if I’m not there.
I can’t protect you away from camp.
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KITTY
I know.

She wipes herself with her hand and then dries it
with sand. She buries the pee.

KITTY
How old do you think I am?

LOU
Too young.

KITTY
What number?

LOU
I don’t know.

KITTY
But what do you think?

LOU
Sixteen?

KITTY
Is that a woman?

LOU
No.

KITTY
What’s a woman?

LOU
Eighteen.

KITTY
I wanna be that then.

LOU
You’re not.

KITTY
Why?

LOU
Because you have two years.

KITTY
You’ll tell me when that is, right?

LOU
Right.
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Lou walks over to tank of water.  She pours some
into a cup and drinks it.

A bell rings.

They both freeze.

They quickly shoulders their rifles, aiming down
the road.

Silence.

KITTY
Rags?

LOU
Shhhh.

RAGMAN (OS)
*grunt*

KITTY
Rags!

LOU
to Kitty( )

Shut it.
Shouting( )

You alone?

GAME (OS)
*affirmative grunt*

LOU
Okay. Come down slowly.

RAGMAN enters pushing a collapsible grocery
cart. When he talks it’s a garbled mess. He has no
tongue.

KITTY
RAGS RAGS RAGS RAGS.

Ragman gets very excited.

RAGMAN
kuhu Kuhu Kuhu Kuhu.

KITTY
RAGS RAGS RAGS

Rags starts coughing. He spits.

KITTY
Bring me a picture?
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Ragman digs in his cart and pulls out a highway
map. Kitty takes it.

KITTY
Ooooh.
I don’t have this one.
I don’t think.

RAGMAN
*noise*

KITTY
Oh. Sorry.

Kitty takes three bullets out of her rifle’s magazine
and hands them to Ragman.

LOU
What do you say?

KITTY
Thank you!

Kitty goes to her menagerie, pulls out a large roll
of paper, and carefully begins to unroll it.

RAGMAN
*indistinguishable greeting*

LOU
Anything new out there?

RAGMAN
*series of grunts*

LOU
You don’t say.
Water?

Ragman nods and hands Lou a canteen. Lou fills
it.

LOU
Five.

RAGMAN
*grunts*

LOU
Same price as always.

RAGMAN
*grunts*
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Ragman offers her the three bullets they just gave
him.

LOU
That really all you got?

RAGMAN
*affirmative grunt*

Lou hands him his canteen.

LOU
You owe me two.
I ain’t running a charity here.

Ragman drinks greedily.

Kitty peers as what we now see is several
Highway maps taped together to form one large
“map.”

KITTY
What’s this say?

Kitty hands the map to Lou.

LOU
Ala-bama.

KITTY
I think I got part of that.

LOU
That would be... over here.

KITTY
That gets me most of the way to Orlando.

LOU
Yep.
You’re almost there.
...
I’m gonna go check the gate.
Make sure he don’t take no more.

KITTY
Yes Ma’am

Lou exits.

While Kitty talks, Ragman finishes his water and
slowly makes his way behind Kitty.
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KITTY
I like this one.
It has a river.
See?
You ever see a river?
Like for real?
...
Lou has songs about rivers.
There’s the Mighty misses rip.
Use to run halfway across the country.
Folks use to ride down it.
You imagine that?
Ridding on water?
Crazy.
You see this?
Can you look for this hole here?
This one.
If I can fill that, I can find my way to Orlando.
There’s a castle there.
Filled with princes.
You ever met a prince?
I heard they’re real tall.
Not that they got to be, but it sounds nice.
I’d be fine with a short prince.
As long as his hair has that little curly thing.
Right here.
On the forehead.
Did your hair ever do that?
Rags?

Rags climbs on top of her and begins to hump her.
He should make no effort to take off her clothes or
his. It’s like a neutered dog.

Kitty tries to push him off, her level of discomfort
clearly shows she doesn’t fully understand what’s
happening.

KITTY
Rags.
Raaaaags stooooop.
Stop it.
I told you I don’t like this game.
I don’t like it.
This isn’t funny.
You smell funny.

GUNSHOT. The sand right next to Rag’s head
shoots up.

Rags scampers away.

Lou enters.
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LOU
Go on.
Get out of here.
Get.
THAT’S THREE SHELLS YOU OWE ME!

She turns to Kitty.

LOU
What the hell is wrong with you?

KITTY
What did I do?

LOU
I told you to mind him.

KITTY
He was just shaking.

LOU
You...
You wasn’t paying attention.
How am I suppose to trust you on the dunes--

KITTY
No! Lou, I promise I’ll pay more attention--

LOU
Did you check the traps?

KITTY
No.

LOU
Check the god damn traps.

KITTY
Lou--

LOU
GO CHECK THE TRAPS.

Kitty exits.

Lou tries to calm herself down.

Lou opens a metal crate and places the bullets in
there. We can see it’s FILLED with bullets.

She then walks over to Kitty’s Map. She considers
it for a moment and then lovingly folds it up and
puts it away.
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